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Prospectus Statement / Summary
Disciplinary Cities: Visionary Institutes

The unit will launch the investigation of an expanded, exposed and consistent disciplinary project on the European city. This
year, it will focus on visionary institutes as cultural interfaces between city and architecture.

To go beyond persistent dialectics of preserved/transformed, planned/contingent, formal/programmatic that plague 
transitional cities, we need to think bolder, bigger, looser. We propose to re-construct the past (from Constant and Archizoom
to Ungers and Rowe) and the future of the visionary urban project, updating not only its targets and processes but also 
institutional frameworks to assert its broader instrumentality.

By initiating diverse individual briefs, we will dismantle lingering oppositions in view of contemporary mutations and 
continued historical projects, daring to stir up long-taboo subjects (from master-plans and total designs to morphological 
themes) while also matching these to new creative agents. Collectively, we will test a range of new cultural platforms for 
specialised activities, expertises and resources, drawing on analogies - from centralised Russian General-Plan Institutes for 
conception and construction of dream-cities to extroverted German academic ‘black-boxes’; from intelligence agencies and 
think-tanks to experimental facilities and literal ‘colliders’. Setting the proposals in physical and intellectual contexts, we 
will entertain the extremes (for example self-sufficient isolated entities, critical of ingrained cultural centers such as Berlin) 
to provoke new disobedient, dysfunctional, mis-placed yet potent city-makers. 

Working cyclically, we will on one hand define and contain emerging disciplinary institutions, and on the other hand, re-
open them to flows of concepts, diagrams and structures to and from the city. They will continue to transform in line with the 
design models they project into architectural culture and urban space. Thriving on both historical and technological 
obsessions, our future hubs will be able to handle production, testing and deployment of visionary schemes. Ultimately, 
expanding the conception of the ‘project’ to include speculative and pragmatic, abstract and concrete outputs, the unit will 
multiply divergent practices that shape European cities. 

Past student work: 
http://projectsreview2011.aaschool.ac.uk/units/INTER-07; http://pr2012.aaschool.ac.uk/units/INTER-07; http://pr2013.aaschool.ac.uk/INTER-07;
http://pr2014.aaschool.ac.uk/INTER-07; http://pr2015.aaschool.ac.uk/INTER-07



INTRODUCING THE 
AGENDA: 
CONTEXT, TARGETS AND 
BRIEFS
DISCIPLINARY PROJECT ON THE EUROPEAN 
CITY

INSTRUMENTALITY OF THE VISIONARY 
PROJECT

CITIES AND INSTITUTIONS



1. EUROPEAN CITY AS A 
PROJECT

The unit will launch a longer 
investigation into an evolved and 
expanded disciplinary project on the 
European city – to provoke radical 
solutions to persistent problems. 

The unit will focus on the European city as both the 
origin and the host of disciplinary experiments that 
attack its core problems. It would appear that European 
centres and cultural capitals undergoing rampant 
transformations are still considered in terms of outdated 
theoretical frameworks – such as in terms of apparent 
‘oppositions’. We are all too familiar with the strain of 
new economic vs. old cultural centres; informal 
conversions vs. persistent formal skeletons; dynamic 
systems vs. static fabric; discrete developments vs. 
image, etc. 

Moscow City.



In fact, these apparent tensions - old / new; 
heterogeneous / homogeneous; infrastructure / product; 
figure / ground - have long been the subject of 
disciplinary projects, and now call for conscious 
continuation, or redirection. 

Updating key urban and categories and 
‘themes’, we will re-construct and 
intervene in European cities as distinct 
disciplinary ‘contexts’. 

A. Magliani, The City of Morphologies (2014/2015) 
(2015 RIBA BRONZE MEDAL NOMINATION) 



Superstudio, Continuous Monument. 

2. INSTRUMENTALITY OF THE 
VISIONARY PROJECT

To go beyond lingering oppositions that 
plague transitional contexts, we will 
think lighter, looser, and bolder. We 
propose to test the possibility of 
exposed yet consistent ‘disciplinary’ 
work, and assert the ultimate topicality 
and the instrumentality of the 
‘visionary’ project.
Responding to shifts in our architectural culture, we will 
try to work against the limiting associations with 
disciplinary work – too autonomous, theoretical, slow or 
indirect – without falling into narrow “pro-practice” 
pragmatics. Instead, we will test the possibility of a new 
disciplinary enterprise – externally engaged and 
internally coherent, reflective and experimental. We will 
be inspired by unique combinations that obviate later 
debates of critical vs. projective, contemporary vs. 
historical in the brightest chapters of the ‘visionary 
project’. Re-constructing its pasts and its alternative 
futures, the unit will raise issues such as realistic avant-
garde, marketable “paper architecture”, as well 
institutionalised opposition and radicalism. 



L. Perri, Programmatic Exchange (2013/2014)

3. NEW INSTITUTIONS

We aim to update not only the 
problems and the targets of the 
disciplinary project, but also its 
cultural platforms and institutions –
proposing new types of ‘visionary 
institutes’ as interfaces between 
architecture and the city. 

Conscious of the crucial role of those radical initiatives 
(the University for Rowe and other “Texas Rangers”, 
IAUS and Princeton University for Peter Eisenman and 
his numerous disciplines IID and AA for Superstudio
and Koolhaas, to name a few), we will aim to cut across 
academic and professional, economic and cultural 
settings and protocols. We will develop new types of 
disciplinary institutions that could support production, 
testing and deployment of urban models. Dismissing 
assumptions regarding their possible content, structure 
and location, we will exploit the extremes - such as 
networked yet self-sufficient entities, displacing 
familiar European cultural centres to marginal or ex-
urban sites. Our design proposals will focus on 
seemingly disobedient, dysfunctional, dis-placed yet 
highly potent city-makers. 



OUR MISSION

APPROACH European cities and institutions in an informed yet experimental way - with 
potential to make a smart AA project and actually make a difference

PROVOKE fresh solutions to old problems – switching between disciplinary and 
professional, historical and contemporary lenses 

NEGOTIATE the scope and the targets of the disciplinary project on the city – as 
necessary and instrumental

LIGHTEN and make the architect’s work on the city more accessible – opportunistic, 
expedient, plastic, risky (and once again, exciting) - all the while confronting deeper 
issues and serious challenges 

RECOVER the covetable double-strength of original “architects-theorists” - combining 
thinking and making, writing and drawing into expanded ‘projects’

Venice Architecture Biennale 2014 



UNIT FEATURES, Or Why Choose DIPLOMA 8?
Some traits of the unit and its student projects to emphasise:

INDIVIDUAL + COLLECTIVE
- A deeply personal project based on a distinct individual thesis that fits into a strong conceptual framework of a 
collective research/design project, with the unit functioning as a provisional exchange ‘platform’ for you - future urban 
visionaries 
- Highly personal and customised approach to teaching, with each project fitted to your personal interests in 

architecture but also seen as collaboration within an explicit pedagogical project 

DIVERSE + CURATED
- United by deeper disciplinary questions and goals, design outputs will be diverse - unconstrained by a single political, 
morphological or graphic tendency – with added opportunities to debate, exchange and develop the project in 
unexpected directions

LOOSE + METHODICAL
- Structured introduction to design theories and methods, yet the freedom to tailor a personal combination of approaches 
to architecture and the city 

BOLD + PRECISE
- Integrated research/design approach, from defining a thesis, to structured research and experimentation, and back 
again – letting you be both ambitious and precise at key points
- A broad range of scales and levels within an expanded ‘project’ - great if you have had exposure to history and theory 
vs. design questions, urban vs. building problems, but would now like to produce a great building with greater and wider 
impact 

ACADEMIC + PRACTICAL
- As a disciplinary investigation and a set of concrete design products, the results of your project will “stand” both in 
academia and beyond
- The unit will debate expanded notions of ‘practice’ and broaden career paths. 



APPROACH, METHOD AND PROCESS

The unit will bring together dissimilar design and research approaches, methods and processes – to respond to 
limitations of disciplinary ‘camps’. You will be able to assess the pros and the cons of specific design tools and 
techniques (from cognitive mapping and formal analysis to diagrammatic infrastructures and graphic speculations) to 
define your own, bespoke design methodology. Our work will start and end within the discipline; yet it will be specific 
and application-driven and subject to extensive tests ‘in the field’. 
Working cyclically and on several levels, we will on one hand define and contain the emerging disciplinary institutions, 
and on the other hand, re-open them to flows of concepts, diagrams and structures to and from the city. This way, while 
maintaining the focus of our main brief, we will expand the conception of the unit ‘project’: working across scales and 
domains, re-connecting European built and disciplinary cities via innovative institutional space. 

Term 1 shorter exercises will introduce our work on three key levels – discipline, city, and platform. With a conceptual 
“thread” running through early exercises, you will able to situate your emerging ‘project on the city’ within relevant 
‘contexts’ –disciplinary and physical settings. You will frame key research themes, build a strong precedent base, target 
sample urban sites. First hypotheses will be tested through design ‘provocations’. 

Term 2 will focus on the main design brief for a ‘visionary institute’. Considering essential elements, related typologies 
and fresh external analogies for your institution, you will develop content, framework and location of your institution.

Term 3 will prioritise re-vision and re-presentation of your project within a larger picture as framed by historical and 
contemporary issues. You will test how institutions would interact with your chosen contexts, provoking further 
questions and initiating long-term pursuits.



Archizoom Associati, No-Stop City. 

TERM 1: 
EXERCISE 1

REVISING THE VISIONARY 
PROJECT 
Visions in Context, ‘Streams’ of Precedents and 
Updated Provocations

In the first exercise, we will play on the 
combinations of the external and internal drives 
behind some of the most persistent (and arguably, 
mis-used) visionary projects of the “peak” 60s-70s 
generation - from Constant and Archizoom to Ungers
and Rowe. 



Note: We start with this unique period of “trans-
disciplinary” expansion and reconfiguration - marked 
by convergence of modern and post-modern, ‘critical’ 
and ‘projective’ modes, functionalist and formal 
concerns. As your project matures, we will also tap into 
following generations of visionaries - from the 
deconstruction phase of Eisenman, Liebeskind and 
Tschumi to the more recent examples.
To make way for new instalments, we will learn from 
and expertly “kill” the originals. Choosing a case-study, 
you will map its original conditions, place it in a longer 
‘stream’ of precedents and opponents, and then revise or 
replace it in “fictional extensions” – our updated city 
‘provocations’ that signal a disciplinary theme. 

(Sample Case Studies: Constant – New Babylon; Yona Friedman –
Spatial City; Archizoom – No-Stop City; Superstudio – Continuous 
Monument; Rem Koolhaas – Exodus; Archigram (various) / Peter 
Cook – Instant City; Pichler – Compact City)



K. Ahmadi, Museumallee / Sectors of Collided Precedents.

Note: We start with this unique period of “trans-
disciplinary” expansion and reconfiguration - marked 
by convergence of modern and post-modern, ‘critical’ 
and ‘projective’ modes, functionalist and formal 
concerns. As your project matures, we will also tap into 
following generations of visionaries - from the 
deconstruction phase of Eisenman, Liebeskind and 
Tschumi to the more recent examples.
To make way for new instalments, we will learn from 
and expertly “kill” the originals. Choosing a case-study, 
you will map its original conditions, place it in a longer 
‘stream’ of precedents and opponents, and then revise or 
replace it in “fictional extensions” – our updated city 
‘provocations’ that signal a disciplinary theme. 

(Sample Case Studies: Constant – New Babylon; Yona
Friedman – Spatial City; Archizoom – No-Stop City; 
Superstudio – Continuous Monument; Rem Koolhaas –
Exodus; Archigram (various) / Peter Cook – Instant 
City; Pichler – Compact City)



C. Rowe et al, Roma Interrota.

TERM 1: 
EXERCISE 2

DISCIPLINARY CITIES
Urban Themes / Disciplinary ‘Project on the City’ / 
Constructed Contexts
At this stage, you will propose a key urban ‘theme’ 
that avoids those lingering oppositions of the 
European city (going beyond object and field, 
heterogeneous and homogeneous, boundaries and 
flows, etc.) and then consider how it would play out 
in intellectual and physical settings. 



M. Vriesendorp, Cover for C. Jencks, the Story of Postmodernism; 
Piranesi, Campo Marzio. 

Armed with key urban texts and streams of case-studies, 
you will construct a dense map and a conceptual 
drawing of a ‘disciplinary city’ as the definitive context 
for your future work. However, you will begin to refract 
and represent specific ‘built’ European contexts, 
zooming in on key urban elements, extracts and testing 
grounds. 
(Further case studies: Piranesi, Campo Marzio / Piranesi Variations 
(various); Koolhaas / Vriesendorp – The City of the Captive Globe; 
Ungers / Koolhaas – The City in the City / Green Archipelago; 
Aldo Rossi et al – Analogical City; Colin Rowe et al – Roma 
Interrota / ‘Collage City’ )



*“Element” Workshop Series: 
Within this exercise, we will run the first of the 
“Element” workshops, conducted by J. Henriksson and 
M. Casselbrandt. These are designed to assist you in 
translating conceptual ideas and diagrams into 
architectural form, providing important points of 
focused “touch-down” and keeping your theoretical 
projects grounded throughout the year. 

A. Magliani, The City of Morphologies (2014/2015) 
(2015 RIBA BRONZE MEDAL NOMINATION) 



Europa / America Exhibition; 
Analogical City in the background. 

TERM 1: 
EXERCISE 3

CITY VISIONS AND CULTURAL 
PLATFORMS
Project on the City and Institutions / Interfaces, 
Channels and Platforms / Visions, Realisations and 
Feedback Loops

Then, we will consider how your visionary ‘project’ 
could be sustained by specific institutional 
frameworks – examining current cultural initiatives, 
professional organisations, educational and research 
institutions. 



We will focus on such key precedents as centralised 
Russian General-Plan Institutes (those mammoth multi-
disciplinary machines for conception and realisation of 
dream-cities and spatial utopias on unprecedented 
scales). We will also consult the on-going projects on 
“Radical Pedagogies” (as directed by B. Colomina), 
experiments with extrovert or splintered academic 
‘black-boxes’ (Bauhaus, AA) and “think-tanks” (such as 
IAUS) deliberately placed “half-way between the 
school and the office”. 

Moscow – General Plan Institute;
New York – Institute for Architecture and Urban Studies. 



Cutting across the familiar spaces and typologies, we 
will recover almost-forgotten models (from bus-tours 
and conference-cruises to concept marketplaces and 
intellectual prisons). We will expand possible analogies 
(from strategic planning fora and intelligence agencies 
to scientific experimental facilities and “colliders”).

(Sample case Studies: Bauhaus; State Unitary Enterprise and 
Research and Design Institute of the General Plan of Moscow; 
Tange Lab; IID / AA; IAUS / Princeton University; Nai / Het 
Nieuwe Institut; CityLab / UCLA;  OMA / AMO; Venice Biennale 
/ Chicago Biennale; World Expos; Euricur; Architects’ Council of 
Europe; European Institute / LSE)



L. Perri, Architectural Nest / Provocations.   

This work will lead to first design 
speculations on new expanded city 
platforms and their anticipated impact 
on theoretical discourse and urban 
space. 

L. Perri and A. Kimmel, Provocations. 



M. Christiansen, Splintered Berlin Institutions (2014/2015)

PLANNED UNIT TRIPS: 
1. European Center and Cultural Cluster (Berlin, 
Germany) [Planned for Winter Break, January 2016, 
dates tbc]
We will use Berlin as a perfect ‘sample’ context that has 
a unique relationship to the disciplinary projects and 
radical proposals in the 20th century. Also, it offers a 
dense cluster of cultural institutions – most of which we 
will aim future-proof, re-programme, destabilise or 
displace from their familiar and ingrained urban 
settings. 
*NOTE: Your project’s European ‘context’ is not 
restricted to Berlin.)
2. Architecture and City Institutions (mini-tour, 
starting in Rotterdam, Netherlands - tbc) [OPTION, 
Planned for Term 1, Open Week, tbc]
We will also try and plan a second, optional short trip to 
visit at least 2-3 architectural institutions in Europe 
(such as Het Niewe Instituut for Architecture, Design, 
E-culture) to analyse and critique their operation, 
engage with their private and public activities, discuss 
their relationship to the city and the discipline – and 
provoke alternatives.



Term 2
Brief 4: 

VISIONARY INSTITUTES

CONTENT, FRAMEWORK, CONTENT / 
INFRASTRUCTURES AND ELEMENTS (Unit + 
TS) 

urban models.

Z. Peter, The Tower of Knowledge (2014/2015)



G. Sheykin – The River of Facades (2014/2015)
(WINNER OF PART 1 STUDENT DRAWING PRIZE 2015 /
Worshipful Company of Chartered Architects.

CONTENT / FRAMEWORK / CONTEXT

Building upon your conceptual 
direction and design intent, you will 
construct your individual brief for a 
new type of ‘visionary institute’ –
aimed for production, tuning and 
deployment of urban models. 
Most of you will develop your design proposal along 
three main lines – why specific work is to be done and 
the inputs required (content, resources), where and how 
it will be done (framework, process), and what is the 
preferred location and relationship with the city 
(context, links). I note some indicative questions below. 
The production will involve overall frameworks maps 
and diagram, elements drawings and detailed models 
(for Unit and TS), larger site and building scale models, 
etc. 



A. Kimmel – Architectural Exchange (2013/2014)

CONTENT: 
- Do we fuel the work by contemporary mutations and continuations of ‘incomplete’ historical projects? 
- Could we stir up those long-taboo subjects – master-planning, total design, morphological themes – but matching them to 
new creative agents? 
- Could we imagine tightly-focused, obsessive institutions but with an expanded pan-European scope? 

FRAMEWORK:
- What are the right institutional infrastructures for those specialised activities, expertises and resources? 
- Could we avoid hybridising previously polarised typologies (academic vs. professional) and suggest new ones? 
- How to define and combine key elements within overall frameworks, avoiding common diagrams for condensers and 

without prioritising programme or form? 

CONTEXT: 
- If ‘context’ is mainly disciplinary, do we place them within or without city, in association or opposition to ingrained cultural 
centres? 
- Could we fully exploit the ‘distance’ to the physical city? 
- And could these dissident institutions be able to re-shape themselves in line with urban models they advance, both into 
cultural discourse and built space?



G. Sheykin – The River of Facades (2014/2015)
(WINNER OF PART 1 STUDENT DRAWING PRIZE 2015 /
Worshipful Company of Chartered Architects.



TS 5 / Technical Studies Statement
‘SMART’ ELEMENTS AND CULTURAL MACHINES

This design stage will be closely integrated with the TS 5 Project (Early Option). In most cases, it will be focused on further 
articulating several crucial ‘elements’ and devices, involved in key transactions and transformations (either on-site or off-site, 
in transit between the city and the institution, or fully within interior). 
For most, the TS research will be aligned with the case-studies utilised in the earlier unit brief; however, this stage will also 
call for additional analysis and extraction of ‘active elements’ found in various typologies and their adaptation to new tasks. 
Meeting programmatic demands with ingenuity, economy and future-proofing will yield a new ‘smarter’ version of elements.

Following structural, material or technological tinkering, those ‘smart elements’ will be tested for new specific ‘jobs’ as applied to physical and 
cultural content of the institute (such as those circulating architectural fragments and records; mixing audiences and production units; simulating and 
exposing the intermediate results, etc.)
The best way to make TS impact on your project is to set up a small “patent office” early - selecting, tinkering with and recording the most potent 
elements within a larger catalogue. For some students, it could be fashioned as a ‘kit-of-parts’ to be customised as design progresses. Ultimately, 
individual elements could be combined into more complex and multi-functional cultural and industrial “machines” – and tested as part of much-longer 
creative processes. 
The integration of the TS project will be ensured through unit tutorials, joint review sessions with the Head and the Tutors of Technical Studies. In 
addition, our own dedicated consultant – Tommaso Franzolini – will provide additional workshops and tutorials to ensure smooth progress in research, 
experimentation and final document editing.

G. Sheykin – The Heist TS3. 
AWARDED THE BEST TS IN THE THIRD YEAR IN 2015)



TERM 3:
Brief 5: 

FRAMING THE EXPANDED 
PROJECT

ANALYTICAL AND SYNTHETIC DRAWINGS / 
REVISION AND REPRESENTATION / 
FRAMING PRODUCTS AND OUTPUTS 

S. Tiew, Memory Palace (2014/2015)



ANALYTICAL AND SYNTHETIC DRAWINGS / 
REVISION AND REPRESENTATION / 
PRODUCTS AND OUTPUTS 

In the final term of the unit, we will 
launch, test and record the impacts of 
your project – and then use these to 
strategically revise and to re-present 
your project within broader contexts. 

We will use the ‘demo’ processes and sample design 
products to show that our institutes can accomplish 
more with ease – such as adopt short-term and long-
term visions; tap into disciplinary archives and 
contemporary diagnostics, multi-track historical and 
technological obsessions, etc.

A. Magliani, The City of Morphologies (2014/2015) 
(2015 RIBA BRONZE MEDAL NOMINATION) 



S. Tiew, Cascade of Fragments and Chimeras;
Post-Preservations Maps of Extracts and Implants in Berlin. 



Refining space and programme, you will able to contrast various ‘unfolded’ (mappings, transcripts, charts and exploded models 
that reveal the complex structures and processes) vs. ‘collapsed’ outputs (fragment model, drawings and images that project 
your disciplinary agenda onto concrete and legible pieces of architecture). 
These key drawings and models will serve as indispensable ‘anchors’, structuring final presentations and publications of the 
work. 

K. Chow; S. Tiew (2014/2015)



OUTPUTS:
Throughout the year, we will allocate 
considerable effort to streaming and 
situating the unit outputs. We will be 
deliberate in how we collate, package and 
represent our work. 
Your design prototypes for visionary institutes will 
be parts of our longer, nested ‘project-within-
projects’. In the final unit publications, you could 
reconnect a range of creative products – from urban 
provocations and disciplinary maps to diagrammatic 
frameworks and formal fragments. 
These will be well-edited and carefully crafted 
graphic products (booklets, folios) that engage with 
formats, media and channels unique to your project. 
We will practice making successful verbal and / or 
visual presentations that engage various audiences 
(as effective pitches and speeches, PechaKuchas and 
seminar presentations, informal self-reviews and 
final table summations). Ultimately, expanding how 
we understand the ‘project’ to include theoretical and 
practical, speculative and pragmatic, abstract and 
concrete outputs, we will strive to multiply divergent 
practices that promise to reshape European cities. 

Inter 7 Unit Exhibition (2015)



Inter 7 Unit Exhibition 2015 Selection of Research Catalogues (2013/2014)



TERM 1:
Week 1: Unit Introductions / First Unit Meeting 
*Unit trip 2: (Optional) Institutions – we will travel in 
October - dates tbc
Week 1: Unit Introductions / First Unit Meeting (Exercise 1 
issued / Case studies choices)
Week 2 - 3: 
Exercise 1: REVISING THE VISIONARY PROJECTS
Week 2: Seminar: Project on the City) + Working Session: 
Streams of Precedents); Working Pin-Up.
Week 3: Workshop: Urban Elements and Provocations (J. 
Henriksson / M. Casselbrandt)
Final Pecha-Kucha (20 slides / 5 min) – student 
presentations
*Date tbc – Joint session / exchange with Jorge Otero-Pailos
and Columbia University visiting students
Week 4-5: 
Exercise 2: DISCIPLINARY AND BUILT CITIES
Week 4: Seminar: Urban Themes and ‘Texts’
(student presentations)
Week 5: Pin-Up + Review Exercises 1 + 2
Week 6 (Open Week): *Option / Unit trip 2 (tbc)

SCHEDULE
Week 7-11: 
Exercise 3: CITY VISIONS AND PLATFORMS 
City ‘Portraits’ and Key Case-Studies
Week 7: Seminar: City Institutions
Guest talk – Disciplinary Berlin (Brian Hatton).
Week 8: Guest Seminar: Curating and Exhibiting Cities 
(Vanessa Norwood)
Week 9: Workshop: Elements (J. Henriksson / M. 
Casselbrandt)
Show and Tell + “Cocktail Party” (student presentations and 
exchange)
Week 10: First TS5 proposals due
Week 12: Monday 14th (tbc) Final Jury
(Term 1 Publications Draft – To Include Research 
Catalogue(s) – in progress; Condensed Provocations and 
Design Exercises)
Winter Break: January 2015 (dates tbc) 
Unit Trip 1: Berlin 



SCHEDULE
TERM 3:

Week 1: Process Jury (Revised Design Proposals; TS 
Integration)
Week 2-7: 
Brief 5: EXPANDED PROJECT / Revision and 
Representation
Week 2: Seminar: Institutions and Products 
Week 3: Workshop: Analytical / Unfolded Drawings and 
‘Post-transcripts’
Week 4: Workshop: Format and Media (Towards Final 
Publications)
‘Anchor’ (Essential) Plates – Final Proposal Due
Portfolio Review – Rehearsal Presentations
Week 5: Final Jury (Table Format)
Week 6: Workshop: Products / Visions for the City
Week 7: Portfolio Review – Rehearsal Presentations
4th Year End of Year Reviews
Week 8: Diploma Committee
Week 9: Wednesday, June 22nd: External Examination 
(ARB/RIBA Part 2)
Exhibition Preparation

TERM 2:
Week 1: Pin-Up (Post-trip Research, Context and Problems 
proposal;  Revised Provocations; TS – Detailed 
proposal and initial research)
Week 2: Publications – Final Publications for Term 1 Due
TS3 – Interim Review
Week 2 - 10: 
Brief 4: VISIONARY INSTITUTES
Week 2: Seminar: Programme Strategies (+ student 
presentations)
Week 3: Workshop: Programme / Models
Pecha-Kucha (20 slides / 5 min) – student presentations
Interim TS Tables (5th Years) 
Week 4: Combined Tutorials 
Week 5 (Open Week): Workshop: Elements and Platforms,
Unit + TS (Tommaso Franzolini)
Week 6: Mid-Term Jury + TS5 Interim Juries 
Week 7:  Lecture + Seminar: Design Infrastructures
Digital Workshop: Advanced Representation / Design 
Prototypes and Demo Projects
Week 8:  Tutorials
Week 9: TS5 Final Submission / 4th Year Previews
Week 10: 5th Year Previews
Week 11: Round table / Tutorials (Planning for the Break)
*Dates tbc: Master Class / Guest Review (Francesca 
Hughes)



UNIT MASTER AND CONSULTANTS
Maria Fedorchenko is an educator and a theorist with a focus on diagrammatic tools and infrastructures; she is also active as 
an urban consultant and a co-director of Fedorchenko Studio (having practiced since 1998 in Russia, Greece and the US, 
including Michael Graves & Associates). She is a co-founder and a curator of Plakat - a collaborative platform for 
architectural provocations (www.plakat-platform.one). Maria is also a practicing artist and a member of International Art 
Fund, with past exhibitions at LACDA and Princeton University. Her artwork, research and design has been published and 
exhibited internationally, including Architectural Theory Review, The Journal of the Constructed Environment, and ACSA 
Conference Proceedings. 
Maria was the Intermediate 7 Unit Master from 2010 to 2015, and has been also involved in HTS, Housing & Urbanism and 
the Visiting School Programmes at the AA. Maria taught at UC Berkeley, UCLA and CCA from 2003. She holds a Diploma 
in Urban Design from MArchI, Master of Architecture from Princeton University, and an MA in Architecture from UCLA.

Workshop Tutors / Consultants and Guests:  
Jesper Henriksson and Magnus Casselbrandt (Hesselbrand)
Gergely Kovacs (Heatherwick Studio)
Tommasso Franzolini (AA Media Studies / Studio Franzolini Architects)
Antoine Vaxelaire (AA Diploma with Honors, 2013)
+
Nerma Cridge (AA / Cambridge University)
Brian Hatton (Liverpool University)
Francesca Hughes (Hughes Meyer Studio)
Costandis Kizis (AA) 
Dirk Lellau (CHORA / London Metropolitan University)
Marina Lathouri and History and Critical Thinking Programme Students
Jorge Otero-Pailos and Columbia University Students
Vanessa Norwood (AA Exhibitions)
Lorenzo Perri (AA) 
Eva Sopeoglou (Bartlett / Central St. Martens)
Thomas Weaver (AA) 
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International Publications, 1994)
Mark Garcia, ed. The Diagrams of Architecture (Chichester: Wiley, 2010)
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